February 2013 FLEX Integrated Plan
This NSSS-specific template is not complete, is a work in progress,
and is only provided for illustrative purposes.

General Integrated Plan Elements (PWR & BWR)
Determine Applicable
Extreme External Hazard

Input the hazards applicable to the site; seismic, external
flood, high winds, snow, ice, cold, high temps.

Ref: NEI 12-06 section 4.0 -9.0
JLD-ISG-2012-01 section 1.0

Describe how NEI 12-06 sections 5 – 9 were applied and
the basis for why the plant screened out for certain
hazards.
The hazards applicable to PVNGS are seismic and high
temperature.
State exemption: Although design / licensing basis
includes tornado, flooding based on the NEI 12-06 PV
will not included the event as external event.

Key Site assumptions to
implement NEI 12-06
strategies.
Ref: NEI 12-06 section 3.2.1

Provide key assumptions associated with implementation
of FLEX Strategies:
• Flood and seismic re-evaluations are assumed to not
impact this plan at this time.
• Exceptions for the site security plan may be
required.
• Deployment resources are assumed to begin
arriving at hour 6 and fully staffed by 24 hours.
• Certain Technical Specifications cannot be complied
with during FLEX implementation.
Provide key assumptions associated with implementation
of FLEX Strategies:
• Flood and seismic re-evaluations pursuant to the 10
CFR 50.54(f) letter of March 12, 2012 are not
completed and therefore not assumed in this
submittal. As the re-evaluations are completed,
appropriate issues will be entered into the corrective
action system and addressed on a schedule
commensurate with other licensing bases changes.
• Following conditions exist
o DC banks are available.
o AC and DC distribution available.
o Plant initial response is the same as SBO.
o Entry to ELAP will be at 1hr and plant
will exit Technical Specifications
requirements.
o Best estimate analysis and decay heat is
used to establish operator time and action.
o No single failure of SSC assumed.
Therefore, TDAFW will perform. The
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Secondary pump will be deployed when
steam supply to Permanent equipment AF
reaches preset value dictated by
procedure.
• Margin will be added to design FLEX components
and hard connection points to bound future increases
as re-evaluation. All components will be procured
commercially.
• The design hardened connection is protected against
external event or redundant locations.
• Implementation strategies and roads are assessed for
hazards impact.
• All Phase II components are stored at site and
available after the event they were designed to be
protected against.
• Additional staff resources are expected to arrive
beginning at 6 hours and the site will be fully staffed
24 hours after the event.
Exemptions:
• Primary and secondary storage locations have not
been selected yet; once locations are finalized
implementation routes will be defined.
• Exceptions for the site security plan or other
(license/site specific) requirement s of 10CFR may
be required.
• Certain Technical Specifications cannot be complied
with during FLEX implementation.
.
Extent to which the
guidance, JLD-ISG-2012-01
and NEI 12-06, are being
followed. Identify any
deviations to JLD-ISG2012-01 and NEI 12-06.

Include a description of any alternatives to the guidance,
and provide a milestone schedule of planned action.
Full compliance with JLD-ISG-2012-01 and NEI 12-06
is expected with deviations in the following areas:
Station transients between Modes 1 to 5 are not included
due to limited duration.

Ref: JLD-ISG-2012-01
NEI 12-06 13.1

Provide a sequence of
events and identify any time
constraint required for
success including the
technical basis for the time
constraint.
Ref: NEI 12-06 section 3.2.1.7

Strategies that have a time constraint to be successful
should be identified with a technical basis and a
justification provided that the time can reasonably be
met (for example, a walk through of deployment).
Describe in detail in this section the technical basis for
the time constraint identified on the sequence of events
timeline Attachment 1A
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See attached sequence of events timeline (Attachment
1A).
Technical Basis Support information, see attached NSSS
Significant Reference Analysis Deviation Table
(Attachment 1B)
Two example for time constraint for PVNGS
are provided here as examples. Content are
limited to illustrate concepts only
General :
1. A site specific NSSS evaluation has been
performed for the station by NSSS vendor (WEC
DAR-TD-12-2 (Reference 1)). The analysis was
performed using computer code CENTS
(Reference 2). Analysis is consistent with WCAP
17601-P, Attachment 1B provides a summary of
key parameters of interest.
2. Containment integrity was reviewed by use of
computer code MAAP 4.0.7.
3. A best estimated decay heat curve was developed
using SCALE 6 ORIGEN-APR (CN-REA-12-36
(Reference 3) for use in NSSS modeling.
4. Environmental conditions within the station
compartments were evaluated using following
methods and tools on NUMARC 87-000,
PCFLUD (Bechtel software) or Gothic 8.0 (EPRI
software)
5. 10 CFR 50.63 and Regulatory Guide 1.55. The
Palo Verde Nuclear Generating Station is an
alternate AC, 16 hr coping plant. Applicable
portions of supporting analysis have been used in
ELAP evaluations. APS submittal and US NRC
acceptance of the 16 hr coping analysis for
station blackout are documented in Reference 3
and 4.

Discussion of time constraints identified in
Attachment 1A table.
Entry into ELAP (table – item 4): Time period of one (1)
hr is selected conservatively to ensure that ELAP entry
conditions can be verified by control room staff and it is
validated that alternate source AC, i.e. additional two
redundant trains of Station Black Out Generators
(SBOG) are not available. One hr is a reasonable
assumption since 1) the SBOG has to be manually started
and they are located at the boundary water reclamation
facility and the station about a mile from unit one control
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room (Reference 6). ELAP entry conditions are:
I.
II.

Loss of Offsite Power
Loss of all Emergency Diesels

III.

Loss of both Station Blackout Generators

IV.

Any doubt exists that 4160 VAC power can
be restored within 4 hours of event.

V.

Entry into this Guideline may warrant the
application of 10CFR50.54(x) in order to
respond to plant conditions

Provide Ventilation to TDAFW Pump Room (Table –
Item 8). After ELAP, the essential HVAC unit would
be also lost. However, the turbine driven essential
auxiliary feed pump (AFP-A) would be actuated
automatically and functional within a minute of the
event. System is powered by duel steam source from
each steam generators and 120 V power from essential
convertors tied to DC bus. The physical configuration
at PVNG has this pump bunkered at 80 elevations (20
ft below ground elevation) in a water tight
compartment. It is expected that the compartment
temperature would increase as result of heat addition
from a multiple sources such as steam piping, turbine,
and gland seal or other leakages and heat generated by
the control panel. To ensure that functionality of
turbine driven auxiliary feed water pump is maintained
for an indefinite duration operation as the strategy for
ELAP requires, original design bases of SBO (50.63)
was reviewed and it was found to be applicable. This
analysis uses NUMARC 87-000 methods and
PCFLUD software to predict a time depend room
temperature profile (Ref 7). This analysis shows that
the room temperature will remain below 150°F at 4 hr
into the event which is within the equipment design
limits (“condition C” - NUMARC 87-000). Therefore,
it is concluded that, to maintain temperature in the
compartment for duration event to a value at or below
this limit until temporary ventilation is needed. A
system evaluation for portable HVAC was preformed
including duct losses and electrical power
consumption (Reference 8). Final design of temporary
skids is composed of two industrial grade fans
operating in series with flexible ducts.
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The motive power for fans is supplied by two 10KW
portable diesel driven generators. Fans and associate
ducts and generator are all mounted on easy to push
carts that can be manipulated by two individuals.
If possible, these fans would be installed before 4hr,
however procedurally (FSGs) they are required to be
installed and be operational by 4hr. After installation
the compartment temperature will approach to
equilibrium about outside air (OSA). OSA design
bases Maximum temperature for Palo Verde is 113°F.

References
1. DAR-TD-12-2 “Palo Verde Units 1, 2 & 3
Beyond Design Bases Event - Extended Loss of
AC Power” 11/2012
2. CENTS computer code SER NRC.
3. CN-REA-12-36 “Palo Verde Units BestEstimate Decay Heat for Extended Loss-of-AC
Power” 8/2012.
4. Letter APS to US NRC “Revised Station
Blackout (SBO) Evaluation”. No. 102-05370CDM/TNW/RAB, issued October 28, 2005
5. Letter USNRC to APS, “Palo Verde Nuclear
Generating Station, Units 1, 2, AND 3 Revised
Station Blackout Coping Duration (TAC Nos.
MC8787, MC8788, AND MC8789)” dated Oct
31, 2006.
6. Letter APS to US NRC, “Response to NRC
Request for Additional Information (RAI)
Regarding Revised Station Blackout
Evaluation” APS letter no. 102-05513CE/SAB/DJS. Dated June 9, 2006.
7. PVNGS calculation 13-MC-HA-052
8. PVNGS study 13-NS-A108
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Identify how strategies will Describe how the strategies will be deployed in all
modes.
be deployed in all modes.
Ref: NEI 12-06 section 13.1.6

Provide a milestone
schedule. This schedule
should include:
• Modifications timeline
o Phase 1
Modifications
o Phase 2
Modifications
o Phase 3
Modifications
• Procedure guidance
development complete
o Strategies
o Maintenance
• Storage plan
(reasonable protection)
• Staffing analysis
completion
• FLEX equipment
acquisition timeline
• Training completion for
the strategies
• Regional Response
Centers operational
• Unit specific expected
drill dates

Deployment routes shown in Figure 1 are expected to be
utilized to transport FLEX to the staging areas. The
identified paths will be clear for all modes of operation.
The dates specifically required by the order are
obligated or committed dates. Other dates are planned
dates subject to change. Updates will be provided in the
periodic (six month) status reports.
See attached milestone schedule in Attachment 2.

Ref: NEI 12-06 section 13.1

Identify how the
programmatic controls will
be met.
Ref: NEI 12-06 section 11
JLD-ISG-2012-01 section 6.0

Provide a description of the programmatic controls
equipment protection, storage and deployment and
equipment quality. See section 11 in NEI 12-06. Storage
of equipment, 11.3, will be documented in later sections
of this template and need not be included in this section.
See section 6.0 of JLD-ISG-2012-01.
Palo Verde will implement an administrative program. A
program owner will be assigned with responsibility for
configuration control, maintenance and testing. The
equipment for ELAP will be dedicated and will have
unique identification number. Palo Verde FLEX
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equipment will be categorized as Quality augmented.
The QA will be based on selected Appendix B similar to
Appendix K and SBO guidance. Standard industry PMs
will be established for all components and testing
procedure will be developing and frequencies established
based on type of equipment and considerations made
within EPRI guidelines. Palo Verde will assess the
addition of program description into UFSAR and
Technical Requirements Manual.
Describe training plan

List training plans for affected organizations or describe
the plan for training development
New training of general station staff and EP will be
performed in 2014, prior to the 1st unit design
implementation. Simulation and license operator training
will not be impacted.

Describe Regional Response Boiler plate wording to be added General plan to be
developed (with specifics covered in the Phase 3
Center plan
descriptions) Action for Mike Powell to provide text.

Notes:
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Maintain Core Cooling & Heat Removal
Determine Baseline coping capability with installed coping1 modifications not including
FLEX modifications, utilizing methods described in Table 3-2 of NEI 12-06:
• AFW/EFW
• Depressurize SG for Makeup with Portable Injection Source
• Sustained Source of Water
Ref: JLD-ISG-2012-01 section 2 and 3

PWR Installed Equipment Phase 1
Provide a general description of the coping strategies using installed equipment including station
modifications that are proposed to maintain core cooling. Identify methods (AFW/EFW)and strategy(ies)
utilized to achieve this coping time.

At the initiation of the event operators will enter station existing SBP – EOP procedures. The
ELAP procedures will be entered when the SBO generator is confirmed unavailable and off-site
power cannot be restored and it is confirmed by dispatcher or visual verification of physical
damage to infrastructure at site. Operators will begin DC electrical load shedding (this action
beyond current design bases) and to cool down (70/hr) the plant to approximately 350°F (Tcold).
Steam generator (SG) pressure will be between 130 and 150 psig at this temperature.
During cooldown the Turbine Driven Auxiliary Feedwater Pump (TDAFWP) will deliver CST
inventory to the SGs. When CST inventory depletes the RMWT will be aligned to the TDAFWP
suction. These two sources can support heat removal for over 72 hours.
Details:
Confirm that procedure/guidance exists or will be developed to
Provide a brief
description of Procedures support implementation.
APS Procedure 79IS-9ZZ07, “PVNGS Extended Loss of All Site
/ Strategies / Guidelines
AC Guideline” is being developed to support this event.
List modifications and describe how they support coping time.
Identify modifications
No modification. Existing equipment re-evaluated to support
coping. (See Notes)
Key Reactor Parameters List instrumentation credited for this coping evaluation phase.

1

Coping modifications consist of modifications installed to increase initial coping time, i.e. generators to
preserve vital instruments or increase operating time on battery powered equipment.
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Notes: Seismic fragility evaluations have been performed. Total volume CST and RMWT is
available to mitigate event. Tanks and associate piping survive beyond design bases SSE level.
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Maintain Core Cooling & Heat Removal
PWR Portable Equipment Phase 2
Provide a general description of the coping strategies using on-site portable equipment including station
modifications that are proposed to maintain core cooling. Identify methods and strategy(ies) utilized to
achieve this coping time.

Phase 2 Core cooling will be achieved with a portable diesel driven pump. The pump suction will
come from the CST and RMWT. The discharge will be into the AFW lines downstream of the
containment isolation valves.
Provide a brief
description of Procedures
/ Strategies / Guidelines
Identify modifications
Key Reactor Parameters

Details:
Confirm that procedure/guidance exists or will be developed to
support implementation with a description of the procedure / strategy
/ guideline.
APS Procedure 79IS-9ZZ07, “PVNGS Extended Loss of All Site AC
Guideline” is being developed to support this event.
List modifications necessary for phase 2
Piping, from the tie-in to the HPSI system to the staging area will be
added.
List instrumentation credited or recovered for this coping evaluation.
Same instrumentation as Phase 1 except for instrumentation needed
to operate portable equipment.
Storage / Protection of Equipment :

Describe storage / protection plan or schedule to determine storage requirements

Seismic

Flooding
Note: if stored below current flood level,
then ensure procedures exist to move
equipment prior to exceeding flood level.

Severe Storms with High
Winds
Snow, Ice, and Extreme
Cold
High Temperatures

List how equipment is protected or schedule to protect
Structures will be constructed to meet ASCE 7-10 requirements.
Schedule to construct permanent building is still to be determined.
Temporary locations will be used until building construction
completion.
List how equipment is protected or schedule to protect
Not applicable per NEI 12-06
List how equipment is protected or schedule to protect
Not applicable per NEI 12-06
List how equipment is protected or schedule to protect
Not applicable per NEI 12-06
List how equipment is protected or schedule to protect
Storage structures will be ventilated to allow for equipment to
function. Schedule to construct buildings is still to be determined.
Deployment Conceptual Design
(Attachment 3 contains Conceptual Sketches)

Strategy

Modifications

Protection of connections

Identify Strategy including how
the equipment will be deployed
to the point of use.

Identify modifications

Identify how the connection is
protected
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Maintain Core Cooling & Heat Removal
PWR Portable Equipment Phase 2
Storage location and structure
have not been decided yet.
Figure 1 identified clear
deployment paths onsite for the
transportation
of
FLEX
equipment. For this function a
clear deployment path has been
shown from the identified roads
in to power block to the staging
area plant north of the CST.

There are two modifications to
the B train suction line. The
first, installation of a valve and
blind flange connection. The
blind flange would then be
replaced with a universal
connector for the portable
pump suction. The second, a
cross-tie between the RMWT
suction line and the CST
suction line is needed so the
portable FLEX pump can
utilize the RMWT inventory.

Piping and valves for FLEX
will all be enclosed within a
Seismic Category 1 structure.
New FLEX piping shall be
installed to meet necessary
seismic requirements.
All
connection will be above the
PVNGS flood level.
Connection point for the
suction and discharge will be
outside the CT Pump house and
designed to withstand the
applicable hazards.

Notes:
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Maintain Core Cooling & Heat Removal
PWR Portable Equipment Phase 3
Provide a general description of the coping strategies using phase 3 equipment including modifications that
are proposed to maintain core cooling. Identify methods and strategy(ies) utilized to achieve this coping
time.

Phase 3 equipment for PVNGS includes portable water processing trailer and a 4.16 kV generator.
The water processing units are capable of providing demineralized water to all three units for
indefinite makeup for the SGS. Supply to the portable water processing trailer will come from the
45 and 85 acre reservoirs.
To transport water to the portable water processing trailers temporary piping will be run to either the
45 acre or 85 acre reservoir. At the reservoir a portable pump will be staged with a short length of
suction hose run into the reservoir. Piping and valves connecting the two reservoirs can be opened
to allow suction from both sources can be used simultaneously.
The 4.16 kV generators will be used to repower one train of cooling. With one train of cooling
operable, the plant can restore a shutdown cooling loop and achieve cold shutdown.
Provide a brief
description of Procedures
/ Strategies / Guidelines

Details:
Confirm that procedure/guidance exists or will be developed to
support implementation with a description of the procedure / strategy
/ guideline.
APS Procedure 79IS-9ZZ07, “PVNGS Extended Loss of All Site AC
Guideline” is being developed to support this event.

Identify modifications

List modifications necessary for phase 3
Refill connection needed on CST. (A hose and an existing manway
could be used instead of a refill connection given the time this
connection would be needed.

Key Reactor Parameters

List instrumentation credited or recovered for this coping evaluation.
Same as Phase 1 not including instrumentation to support portable
equipment.
Deployment Conceptual Design
(Attachment 3 contains Conceptual Sketches)

Strategy

Modifications

Protection of connections

Identify Strategy including how
the equipment will be deployed
to the point of use.
Storage location and structure
have not been decided yet.
Figure 1 identified clear

Identify modifications

Identify how the connection is
protected

Refill connections to the CST
at each unit are needed. A
drain valve beneath a hatch on

The refill connection will be
designed to withstand the
applicable hazards. All other
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Maintain Core Cooling & Heat Removal
PWR Portable Equipment Phase 3
deployment paths onsite for the
transportation of FLEX
equipment within the power
block. For this function a
deployment from a storage
facility assumed within the
power block will utilized these
roads to transport equipment to
the northeast corner of the site.
Then necessary equipment can
be transported on the
highlighted hose routings show
in Figure 6 and Figure 7.

the plant north east side of the
CST has been proposed to be
modified so it can be utilized as
a refill connection.

equipment will be portable

Notes:
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List portable
equipment
Eight
(8)Godwin
HL130M self
prime pump
Six (7) 480
VAC
Generator

Containment

X

Core

X
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Will follow EPRI template requirements

X

Maintenance / PM requirements

X

Accessibility

Will follow EPRI template requirements

Instrumentation

Maintenance

X

SFP

Use and (potential / flexibility) diverse uses

PWR Portable Equipment Phase 2

February 2013 FLEX Integrated Plan

List portable
equipment
Three (3)
4160 VAC
Generator
Water
Processing
Trailers
Portable
Diesel Pump

X

X

X

Core

Containment

SFP

X

Accessibility
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X

Instrumentation

Use and (potential / flexibility) diverse uses

PWR Portable Equipment Phase 3
Notes
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Trailers will process water from 45 and 85 Acre
Reservoirs and provide Demineralized quality
water to each unit for CST Makeup.
Diesel Pumps will provide coolant from 45 and
85 acre reservoir to water processing trailers.
Due to the length of piping the need for booster
pumps will be evaluated.

Portable 4160 VAC generator will power one
installed SDC train.
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Commodities
• Food
• Potable water

Radiation Protection Equipment
• Survey instruments
• Dosimetry
• Off-site monitoring/sampling

Item
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Attachment 1A
Sequence of Events Timeline
This table is not complete, is a work in progress, and is only
provided for illustrative purposes.
Action
item
1
2
3
4
5
6

Elapsed
Time
0

Time Constraint
Y/N (1)
NA
N

Action
Event Starts

60 sec

TDAFW Starts

15 min
1 hr

SBO Procedures are Entered
SBO DG Fails to start

N
N
Y

End of generic WCAP analysis

End of analytical
simulation

1 hr

Begin DC Loadshed

1 hr

Start Cooldown @70/hr

Y
Y

7

N
SITs Begin to Inject
Y

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
17
18
72 hr

Original design bases
for SBO event
Original design bases
for SBO event
Event required failure

Provide Ventilation to TDAFW Pump Room

Enter ELAP Procedure

4 hr

Plant @100% power

NEI 12-06 section 3.2.1.7
applicable
NEI 12-06 section 3.2.1.7
applicable
Consistent with
Attachment 1B
Action not linked with
operator action. Listed
to display system
behavior.
NEI 12-06 section 3.2.1.7
applicable

1 hr

2.78 hr

Remarks /
applicability

NA

(1) Instructions: Provide justification if No or NA is selected in the remark column.
If yes include technical basis discussion as requires by NEI 12-06 section 3.2.1.7
Bold = SG
Regular = RCS

Italicized = Electrical
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1 gpm
15 gpm/RCP
Two - Symmetric

600 gpm

RCS leakage

RCP leakage

Number of Steam Generators used
to establish natural circulation

Total Turbine Driven AFW flow

Start Cooldown and cooldown rate

CENTS

Applicable computer code for NSSS
analysis

2 hours @ 75°F/hr

Owner’s Group
Reference Value

Parameter of Interest

See description on Page 2 for
item 4 of the 1 hour value.
A more conservative cooldown
rate is used in the plant specific
evaluation.

Site Specific value (Palo Verde
UFSAR Chapter 8)

KSB pumps – Site specific
RELAP calculation
No deviation

No deviation

No deviation

Discussion
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1 hour @ 70°F/hr

750 gpm

Two - Symmetric

0-25 gpm , bases case 17gpm/RCP

1 gpm

CENTS

Plant Specific Applied Value
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WCAP 17601-P
Case 26 Table
4.2.3.2.5-1
Table 4.1.2.1-1
(Shutdown Margin
Case)

WCAP 17601-P (All
Cases applicable)
Page 4-8
WCAP 17601-P
Page 4-14
WCAP 17601-P
Section 4.4.2
WCAP 17601-P
Page 4-13

Document
Reference

Attachment 1B
NSSS Significant Reference Analysis Reconciliation Table – Palo Verde
This table is not complete, is a work in progress, and is only provided for illustrative purposes.
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Unit 3 Implementation Outage

Unit 2 Implementation Outage

N-1 Walkdowns
Unit 1 Implementation Outage
(2 Trains)

Procure Equipment
Create Maintenance
Procedures

Purchase Equipment

Install Offsite Delivery Pad

Issue FSGs
Develop Strategies/Contract
with RRC

Implement Training

Develop Training Plan

Perform Staffing Analysis

Implement Mods

Develop Mods

Develop Strategies

Submit Integrated Plan

6 Month Status Update

Task

May-14

Apr-14

Mar-14

Feb-14
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Jul-14

Jun-14

Jan-14

Dec-13

Nov-13

Oct-13

Sep-13

Aug-13

Jul-13

Jun-13

May-13

Apr-13

Mar-13

Feb-13

Attachment 2
Milestone Schedule

Mar-15

Feb-15

Jan-15

Dec-14

Nov-14

Oct-14

Sep-14
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Aug-14
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Nov-15
Oct-15

Sep-15

Aug-15
Jul-15

Jun-15

May-15
Apr-15
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Attachment 3
Conceptual Sketches

Figure 1 PVNGS Power Block Deployment Paths
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Figure 2 SG Makeup
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Figure 3 SG Makeup Suction Connection

Figure 4 AFW Primary (Red) and Secondary (Green) Connection Point (01-P-AFF-133 Sht. 2)
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From
Reservoirs

Temporary
Piping
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Figure 5 Temporary Piping from WRF to Refill CSTs

CSTs
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Figure 6 Error! No text of specified style in document.Error! No text of specified style in
document.Proposed Piping from 45 Acre Reservoir to Powerblock
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Figure 7 Proposed Piping from 85 Acre Reservoir to Powerblock
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